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About the participants
Number of participants:

10

This workshop took place as part of Real's AGM. We broke
off into two breakout rooms. The first was for people who
had not previously attended a health messaging workshop
and the second was for those who had previously attended
a workshop. The first group discussed their experience of
accessing and understanding Covid-19 health messaging,
whilst the second group focussed on co-producing
recommendations for public health.
All participants are members of Real. There were 2 female
participants, and 8 males. The average age was 45-60.
Whilst the workshops were facilitated in English, English was
not the first language of all participants.
The first part of this workshop outlines the experiences of
participants from group 1, and the second half outlines the
recommendations from group 2.

Breakout room
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Experiences of
participants in
Breakout room 1

TESTIMONY

Personal
Experiences
around
Covid-19

At the beginning of pandemic, I was

TESTIMONY

TESTIMONY

I think I had covid. I have had

At start of lockdown, I was

inundated with letters and information

vaccines now. Have stayed up to

temporarily housebound. Kept ringing

from the council, GP, government - a

date by television. Leave leaflets

GP surgery - they said NHS will

lot of repetitive info. I found it more

and texts to the side and put in bin

contact me. Received shielding

confusing and didn't need so much.

because I have all info I need from

letters. It was well into April before I

Received phone calls. Sometimes I

TV. Seems everything is there.

got first vaccine - had to go through

don't want to answer because you

Vaccines side-effects were

Chris Banks at CCG to get home visit

don’t know who is calling. I have only

unpleasant.

for this. Haven't had second vaccine

had one letter this year from the

yet. Think there's a big problem with

government. I have had both vaccines.

home visit injections. It's coming up to

No side-effects. Have been able to

8-10 weeks since first vaccine. A lot of

get back to normal life slightly.Hopeful

confusion about where to go / how

and looking to the future.

to get vaccination.

..

TESTIMONY
Everything is okay. Had 2 vaccines.
Received good information on
vaccines. Read it clearly. Doctor
booked appointment for me.

TESTIMONY
Positive thing was that my team and myself have received
both vaccine doses. I am very busy managing care service,
looking after staff - they are scared about Covid.
Coordination between providers and service users should
be more effective. Have been given information from
council, CCG, CQC - it would have good to have
summarised information - there was too much detail - very
hard to go through in a very short time. Should have been
given a meeting to explain and get practical advice. Still
our service users are not being contacted properly.

We asked participants what could have been
learnt, what should be different in the future,
what would have made a difference?

1
Could have been more
communication between
authorities to avoid
duplication of
information. They could
have left it to GP
surgeries - they know you
better and understand
your needs and
conditions.
I got information from GP
and government.
GP has been very quick
and helpful - quickly
arranging advice and
supplies.
.

2

3

Patients' expectations of
GPs are beyond GP
capacity.

Issues around mental
health of service users.
More support needed.
They are desperately
looking for advocates.
They are contacting
services and being
passed around.

Idea of family doctor is
long-gone.
Better communication
between agencies would
help.
Patient expectations
should change.

If proper support had
been given, the situation
could have been better.
.

Are there particular issues that
disabled people have accessing
information?

1

2
3

Over reliance and assumption that everyone was at same level of literacy, numeracy,
comprehension and ability to act on messages. Assumed everyone was online and if not,
younger people would pass message to older people. Too many assumption that people
know things that they don't.

One of the problem with minorities and under-vaccination was that younger people disagreed with the
vaccination and so wouldn't encourage older relations to get vaccination.
Expectation that younger people would fill the gap in terms of providing support and information.

4
Online information for disabled people doesn't work. Regular direct contact from knowledgeable source and
who has same language is needed. Phone and web access should be available in different languages.

What else could help improve
Covid-19 health messaging?
1

2

I don't think enough was done to reach
people in community languages. More
communication should've been
established with them. A specific
language hotline could help, not
selecting 1, 2, 3, for x, y, z... Etc.
Normally language isn't a problem if
they can reach the support. When
people call for support, there is a
chain of call redirections.

Providing more information about how
to access the helpline would be
useful, e,g, putting this information into
letters posted through people's doors

3

We could improve vaccine confidence
by leading by example. Those who
have had vaccination could show they
are okay and have had vaccination.
People who are sceptical could see
that it is safe and simple.

Key Insights from breakout room 1
1
Everyone felt confused with
mixed messages at the start.
2
GPs very important. Most trusted source because they
could understand individual's needs.
3
Most people are vaccinated and feel
safer now.
4
Most information needs now met.

5
Stop assumption that everyone has similar
access to information - digital exclusion,
comprehension, language needs.
.6

4

Over reliance on young people to

Communications too long and jumbled.

share advice and information.

Clearer, sharper messages needed.
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Experiences of
participants in
Breakout room 2

PHONE LINE
1

2

3

4

He is listening to the news a lot on the radio, so most of the
time he was getting messages about the situation through that.
He was equally happy with the Council newsletters - he found
them comprehensive and informative and it gave him all the
information he needed, and to residents in the Borough. To
improve it - for people that were vulnerable, information of the
phone would have been better. They have the phone numbers
of disabled people, and senior citizens, so they could have
called, and explained what services were available . This
should have been publicised immediately. He moved to his
son’s house during lockdown but if he had stayed in his flat, he
would have found it difficult to do shopping and things like that.
He would have liked the local authority to have more phone
lines. They should have made sub regions, where people in
each region could have accessed services. He can’t do online
shopping independently, so he needed support to do shopping
online. This could have been improved. He would have liked
support either over the phone, or in person (keeping protocol in
mind).

.

Recommendations:
1. Phone help line where people could have called to get the advice/support they needed.
People on vulnerable list, called by the Council and asked if they know what they need to do
to stay safe.
2. Support for people that needed to access services, e.g. online shopping

INCLUSIVE COMMUNICATIONS
1

Feeling that mechanisms were being put in place and told you
need to contact us this way, but some people where not able to
use those means - the people that they needed to contact most
don’t necessarily have a wide, diverse range of communications.
Must make sure they are inclusive in their comms. It felt like the
equality act didn’t apply because there was a pandemic on.

2

Email is easier for him to receive information. At the start of the
pandemic, he contacted the Council because he couldn’t get onto
the food delivery service, and he was eligible for it because he
was shielding. He was presented with an online form to fill out and he needed to add a phone number, but he doesn’t have a
phone. That was a mandatory field so he just needed to add a row
of 0s.

3

Physical letter through the post would give a high chance that
people would receive the information - the letter should include all
the ways you can contact the Council and access support. It is
what is required in the first instance.

Recommendation:
1. Easy read leaflet/letter through the post outlining all the ways you can contact the Council/
access support. Also need to put it online, and on billboards.

COMING OUT OF LOCKDOWN
1

2

3

Need to acknowledge that there will be a transition period for many people, a
time of uncertainty for people. He has never come of out prison himself, but
he is making an analogy with coming out of prison as you don’t know what the
world is like - after 2 years of lockdown/Covid. The council must not assume
that everyone will spring back into shape. He wants public health to maintain
some discipline of social distancing. The law will at some point say everything
has gone back to normal, but there are some people that need time to get
used to the idea that things are going back to normal. With limited resources,
the Council will take the earliest opportunity to not put resources into
enforcing these things because they are not legally bound. It’s the wrong way
to go around it. Doesn’t believe they will do the right thing.
Not all disabilities are visible - need to be aware that with the end of
restrictions, we should still be socially distancing, and wearing masks indoors
even if it is not mandatory. This will help to control the virus. Move from
mandatory condition to a moral condition. Some people require this extra tier
of protection, and the public should be aware of it - some people’s
impairments mean that they still need to be protected behind a degree of
social distancing.
More focus on wearing a mask because more chance of people complying
with this than social distance. Most people have got used to wearing a mask.

COMING OUT OF LOCKDOWN
Recommendations:
3

1. Public message - disabled people have experienced things differently some many need assistance, but some might also need you to keep
distance because they are more vulnerable.
2. Tailored messages to different disabled groups - it is ok if you don’t want
to hug someone right now, but it is also to ask for help if you need it but try
and keep some social distancing measures in place, e.g wearing your
mask. Reinforcing safety measures balanced with issue of consent.
3. It’s about impairments, not disability - not one size fits all. The best
4 things to do to find out what a disabled person wants is to ask them,

rather than to presume.
4. Mask wearing - unclear, because things are changing, people feel like
they don’t need to wear masks anymore. This message should be
clearer!!
5. Communications coming out of lockdown to feel safe and confident Public transport are aware people haven’t travelled for a while so they
can keep everyone safe.

SOCIAL DISTANCING WITH BLIND PEOPLE
1

2

Social distancing doesn’t work with blind people. If he is on the road,
he needs someone to come and give him some help. If he is getting
into tube/train, he needs someone to take him. TfL has started doing
this. If he has been vaccinated, and the person on the journey has been
vaccinated, they could be provided with a disposable elbow band and
he can hold that elbow to be taken to/from train. He thinks social
distancing should continue in a limited way, but not in the way it has
been practiced until now as it doesn’t work for blind people/partially
sighted. They have special needs, and those needs are as important
as anyone else.
TfL are using disposable bands. They also said that if they can’t
provide the assistance at the railways stations, you can use a taxi and
they will pay the cost/claim it back.

Recommendation:
1. Provide disposable elbow bands in shopping malls, libraries, hospitals to assist blind
people safely.

IMPRESSION OF COUNCIL
1

First impression he got from Council
messaging was that it was behind, like an
echo. This was probably because he watches
the news too much - it felt like they were
playing catch up. Generally it wouldn’t be the
case as the national media wouldn’t be
covering something of a local nature. They
gave the impression that he didn’t learn
anything, e.g. social distancing, masks.
Because info had come out on main media
already, he didn’t feel the info was very useful
but he is setting them a very high bar. Local
issues don’t usually get covered in national
media. He felt they were telling him things he
already knew

